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With the distinctive directions from
WINGS Managing Director and the
Action Plan developed and executed by
WINGS Operations, existing partnership
with British Council has extended to
WINGS Learning Centre now being the
official exam venue for IGCSE - O/A level
exam and other professional tests under
British Council. So WINGS Learning
Centre is now a centre for almost all
kinds of test British Council offers.
This status gives WINGS more
completeness as a centre for O-Level
education like it is to the IELTS
participants for IELTS. An O-Level
student can perform everything from OLevel to IELTS, which is ideally a 4 years
journey, right at WINGS Learning Centre.

IELTS Express, a custom-made course,
aims to prepare candidates under
intensive guidance. This unique course is
a blend of Friday-only classes, constant
access to the latest resources and
seasoned IELTS instructors.

5 WINGS Alumni Meets

Course Duration:
20++ hours

8 The Joyful June

Class Day:
Friday only (2 sessions each day)
Class Time:
1st Session: 10:00am - 12:30pm
2nd Session: 2:30pm - 5:00pm

WINGS Learning Centre’s One
Stop Service for IELTS Takers

6 Alumni Speaks
7 The

Magnificent

March,

Amazing April & Marvelous
May
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IGSCE - O' Level Tutorial Program at WINGS

Orientation Program of IGCSE teachers

Guardian Meet with IGCSE teachers

Since inception, WINGS Learning Centre
has been providing its quality education
and training programs to thousands of
learners and professionals using its
world-class resource centre and
facilities.

Teaching substandard risks them
growing incomplete citizens for the
country which is unwanted by all. WINGS
feels responsible to give this junior field
of education its trademark quality touch.

Education and teaching methods evolve,
so does WINGS Learning Centre as an
education provider. Complete IELTS
package, some English Language courses
and some Training & Development
programs for different professional
groups and corporations are being
offered with well ensured top notched
quality of contemporary levels.
In last few months, WINGS looked very
deep into the way O-Level education
process is going on and identified quality
as the single most thing to suffer while
some organizations and individuals are
doing aggravated business taking
advantage of very legitimate demand of
quality however. We talked to many
students and parents and found that
they were upset and puzzled running
after all big names of teachers and
organizations who literally compromise
quality for the number of enrollments
going beyond their capacity to serve.
WINGS however feels obliged to step
into this area to reinstate quality in OLevel education at which WINGS’
mastery is well admired by its alumni as
well as different professionals. O-Level
students are the future of the country.

Teachers’ panel formation was labelled
as one of the most important tasks in
preparing for O-Level education. The
process is still on going. WINGS opts to
make a balanced as well as good
combination of some talented, young
and energetic teachers who at the same
time are hungry to learn and grow. A few
of them are very carefully chosen from
many interested. The recruitment
process began with a microteaching
session for all scrutinized candidates
followed by intensive interviews for
each. Primary intention is not to risk the
quality factor and keeping the brand
value unharmed.
The recruited teachers had to attend
locally arranged TOT programs in the
name of Teachers Orientation Day on
Tuesday, May 15, 2018. It was a day long
program and the teachers enjoyed that
thoroughly. They learned some modern
and most effective teaching skills and
strategies of teaching. They were
assigned with the material development
task in subject specific booklet format.
The teaching process will be mostly
guided by booklets which could be
available for sale in future.

A guardian meet program held on
Monday, May 28, 2018. Knowing about
WINGS’ entering in O-Level education,
some parents attended the program and
shared their concerns. They were
impressed with the WINGS’ initiative
and overall amenities after a property
visit. Some parents enrolled their
children right on the spot and thus the
admission process began. Students are
enrolling in different subjects at
temporary yet special fees and deals. A
number of admissions already has
happened while it is going on. The
commencement of O-Level program has
been declared as Sunday, July 1, 2018.

Training for Excellence
WINGS Learning Centre has become a
trusted partner for IELTS learners and
professionals for its outstanding
teachers’ panel, course delivery plan,
custom-made course materials and
overall its ++ services.
WINGS counsellors, Face of WINGS play
the most vital role in WINGS operations
team. From query resolution to
registration, to find the best alternative
and to become the first helping hand for
any problem; make them unique in
counselling & customer support.
To give an edge to our counsellors’ talent
and potential, for the first time, WINGS
arranged a corporate training session
titled as “Essentials for Customer
Service” on March 4, 2018 for them.
The purpose of the session was to find
out the best ways to provide the best
service and experience to the visitors
and clients with relevant answers to
their queries and solutions of their
problems. That is why the training
session covered up Professionalism,
Flexibility, Sense of Humor, Corporate
Etiquettes,
Self-Reflection,
Critical
Thinking and so on.
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WINGS Alumni Meets

2nd Alumni Meet on 29-03-2018

Alumni Speaks
The very first Alumni Meet of WINGS Learning Centre at its own premises on 01-03-2018

It is a great news that WINGS Learning
Centre has started to establish WINGS
Alumni Association (WAA), and
arranging alumni meet on regular basis.
We already arranged two alumni meets
on March 1st and March 29th of 2018.
Response from our old participants and
Wingsian was exciting and inspiring. The
alumni were happy being able to return
to WINGS and valued the fact of WINGS
Alumni Association have started its
formation. Following are some key
findings of those meets.
 They pointed that IELTS participants
have a common goal which is going
abroad either for higher study or to
migrate.
Therefore
having
the
opportunity to get connected with
successful IELTS participants from
WINGS will be a direct help for them.
 They talked satisfied about the
teaching quality WINGS tries to maintain
and overall services.
 They wished to have WINGS
accessible for them even after they are
done with their program here.
 They emphasized on WINGS
enhancing its social media connectivity
and spread it to all participants.

 Each were given a copy of WINGS
Newsletter March, 2018 version and
they appreciated it.
They were informed about all the good
changes and expansions that have
started. Such as the WINGS Lecture
Series where everyone was invited to
conduct piloting of any presentation
they
probably
would
present
somewhere. The Lecture series idea was
hailed by them.
They agreed with us about the ongoing
and uprising demand for the Chinese
Language skill. Knowing that it is being
offered here with an appendix of
Chinese culture, they sounded pretty
hopeful about its success.
About O’ Level Exam venue accreditation
and IELTS Express launched they opined
that WINGS certainly has started
diversifying. The news of introducing of
IELTS Consultation Hour brought smile
on their faces.
One of them informed that he was going
to refer one of his relatives to WINGS for
an English Course and requested us for
assistance.
They added themselves to WINGS social
network and connected many IELTS
participants they knew.

Mr. Ashiqur Rahman
Officer, Trust Bank Limited

Alumni Member of WLC
It was wonderful experience for me
being at WINGS. Among the best IELTS
coaching centers in Dhaka, WINGS
Learning Centre offers the best IELTS
standards and covered all the four skills
assessed in the IELTS exam- Speaking,
Listening, Reading and Writing. This
institution has a larger student base with
more resources and opportunities for
exposure. The quality of teachers is of
utmost important and WINGS never
compromise for selecting the best
quality of teachers. This institution has
several sessions with a concentrated
student group in each will be more
effective in the training process. Lastly I
would like to say about the location of
WINGS. The center location is so much
convenient as it is located at the heart of
the Dhaka City. I strongly recommend
WINGS to everyone who aims at
possessing highly proficient English
Language Skills.
I wish all the best for WINGS.
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The Magnificent March, Amazing April & Marvelous May
Followings are some of the greeting picture we have posted on March;

Visual for International Women’
Day

Visual to express our mourning
for BS211

Visual of WINGS Lecture Series, Session 2: “The Secrets of IELTS Success

Visual to congratulate successful SSC Candidates - 2018

Visual for May Day

Visual for our National Independence Day

The Joyful June
Followings are some upcoming events on
June, 2018;

Visual for wishing Pohela
Boishakh

Visual of WINGS Lecture Series, Session 4: “Escalating IELTS
Writing Skills”

Meets & Programs:
Sheba Group – Corporate Iftar
WINGS Annual Iftar-Dinner

Jun 05
Jun 06

JUNE 2018
S

Visual to wish Mother’s Day

Have you enjoyed this issue of WLC Newsletter?
Please feel free to share your comment with us!
WINGS Learning Centre
House 55, Road 4/A, Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka 1209. WINGS Ramadan Calendar
Visit our website at: www.wings.com.bd
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/wlcbd
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 GREENs are both for AC & GT while
REDs are AC only IELTS Test dates
 BLUEs are IELTS Mock Test dates at
WLC.
 ORANGEs are WLC Event dates.

